
LESSON 2
2+ EARLY DEVELOPMENT COURSE OF SOCIAL COMPETENCY

OBJECTIVES: 

Maintaining distance in communication, practicing interaction with peers, learning a dialogue mode, 
developing flexibility, practicing polite communication, expressing gratitude 

LIST OF TASKS:

• Group game — “Palm to Palm”; purpose: to practice non-verbal communication, develop the skills of self-
introduction, maintain distance

• Group game — “Daily Routine”; purpose: to practice adherence to rules, learn the basics of well-mannered 
behaviour, maintain two-way communication; required equipment: Attachment 2 - for each child

• Group game — “Edible-Inedible”; purpose: to develop audio attention, maintain concentration and flexibility; 
required equipment: a ball - for the group

• Group game — “Thank You”; purpose: to be introduced to the rules of gratitude, practice positive attitudes; 
required equipment: fruits for a treat - for the group

** Soft toy Bear Bucha
Note 1: The descriptions of the tasks are general guidelines, keeping in mind that personal input and creativity 
are encouraged throughout the program. 
Note 2: The context of each paragraph is for the teacher to speak and engage with the children 
Note 3: "..." indicates children have performed the task 
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GROUP GAME — “PALM TO PALM”

Teacher: Hello, kids! Nice to see you again! Do you remember who was with me at the last lesson? ... It was my 
friend Bear Bucha. He is very happy to welcome you, and he missed you a lot from last time. Bear Bucha kept asking 
me about when we would have the next class. And today we meet again. But, we have one problem — Bear Bucha
forgot our names. Let's help him to recall them. Let's stand in a circle ... I will go first. I will touch with my palms the 
palms of the next person on my right and say my name loudly so that Bear Bucha can hear it. Then this person will 
turn to the person on their right and touch their palms along with saying their name. Everybody in the circle has to 
do the same. 
(Teacher goes first, children perform the task. Teacher helps children with the task). 

GROUP GAME — “DAILY ROUTINE”

Teacher: Well done! Now, take your seats ... Also, Bear Bucha would like to 
know how we live. He has never been to a human house and doesn’t know 
how things are arranged there. Let's tell him about it. I will ask questions and 
you will show me the appropriate card. 
(Teacher hands out Attachment 2 to each child, which was previously cut 
into cards, and helps children to give answers) 

Attachment 2
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Teacher: When we sleep, we go to ... (Bed). In the morning, after waking up, we always wash our faces and brush 
our teeth with a ... (Toothbrush and toothpaste). We wipe our faces and hands with a ... (Towel). When we eat, we 
sit on a ... (Chair). And we put our food on a ... (Table). Before having a meal, we wash our hands with ... (Soap). 
We serve our food on ... (Plates). We eat our soup and cereal with a ... (Spoon). And we eat our vegetables with a ... 
(Fork). We drink milk and juices from ... (Cups and glasses). We wipe dirty hands and our face after eating with a ... 
(Napkin). 

GROUP GAME — “EDIBLE-INEDIBLE”

Teacher: You are very educated kids! Now, let's tell our Bear Bucha what do people eat. He is very curious to know. 
Let's stand in a circle ... I will say a few different words. If the “word” is edible, you clap your hands once. Show me 
how you clap.
(Children clap. Teacher helps children with the task.)

Teacher: Very good! But if the “word” is inedible, you need to clap your hands twice. Show me how you clap twice.
(Children clap. After that, teacher says different words like apple, bicycle, pizza, ball, TV, cookies, sun, etc. Children 
perform the task). 
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GROUP GAME — “THANK YOU”

Teacher: Great job! Do you remember how you painted gifts for Bear Bucha’s forest friends at the previous lesson? 
So when Bear Bucha took these gifts and handed them to his friends, they all said to say “Thank you” to all of you. 
Also, they sent you their gifts. Bear Bucha brought them today. Let's see what we have here.
(Teacher pulls out a fruit basket).

Teacher: Bunnies, squirrels, hedgehogs and Bear Bucha himself collected all this for you with a lot of love. Please 
take your gifts ... Who knows what we need to say when we receive a gift?... 
(Teacher gives answers with the voice of Bear Bucha).

Teacher: That's right, you need to express your gratitude. Now, each of you need to say “Thank you” to Bear Bucha
for the delicious gifts. 
(Children perform the task. Teacher helps children with the task).

Teacher: I am really proud of you today. You are very polite and smart kids! Who remembers what you need to do 
before you start eating your delicious gifts? ... (Wash your hands with soap and wipe them using a towel). Let's show 
Bear Bucha how we do it.
(Children perform the task. Teacher helps children with the task).

Teacher: Well done! Now, you can enjoy your gifts. For today, our class has come to an end. Let's arrange the chairs 
and tidy up ... Now, let's stand in a circle, look at each other, hold hands and say “Good-bye” to each other and to 
Bear Bucha as well ... I will see you at our next lesson! 


